What's New?

**DJI FlightHub Enterprise/Government Edition:**
- Device management: Centralizes management of aircraft and battery information and usage data, and setting device maintenance reminders for users.
- Task management: Supports sending waypoint tasks to DJI Pilot PE via FlightHub.
- Flight records: Supports uploading all flight record files generated by DJI Pilot PE to FlightHub automatically.
- Team Management: Allows Team Captains to create sub-teams and pilot accounts for their current team.
- Media Library: Supports filtering images and video files by user account or aircraft model/SN.
- Updates GEO Zone data.
- Fixes certain issues and optimizes overall performance.

**DJI Pilot PE App:**
- For FlightHub Enterprise/Government
  - Supports synching flight record files to FlightHub automatically for centralized management of device information and usage data.
- for Matrice M200 V2 Series, Mavic 2 Enterprise Zoom:
  - Adds functions for Matrice 200 V2 series, including gimbal yaw recentering, setting custom battery discharge times, and selecting the Assistant Controller in Dual Controller mode.
  - Optimizes Matrice 200 V2 series user experience and supports voice reminders for certain features.
  - Supports panorama shots for Mavic 2 Enterprise Zoom.
  - Optimizes speaker user experience for Mavic 2 Enterprise by supporting RC speaker shortcuts.
- Flight route optimization:
  - Optimizes flight route settings.
  - Supports resuming interrupted flight route tasks.
  - Optimizes flight route user experience.